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Ahatrae-This paper deals with the effective moduli of composites containing misoriented fibers. 
The orientation distribution of fibers in a composite can be characterized by a single parameter 
exponential function, F(B) = 1 -e&‘. A large 1 indicates a highly oriented material, whereas a 
small I represents a quasi-isotropic material. Based on the Eshelby-Mori-Tanaka theory, the 
effective elastic moduli of planar orientation distribution and transversely isotropic distribution of 
fibers are studied. For planar orientation case, we have examined the nine independent stiffness 
constants of injection-molded tensile bars of poly (pheylene sulfide) reinforced with 30 and 40% by 
weight of carbon or glass fibers which have been measured by Choy et al. polymer Composites 13, 
69-80 (1992)]. For the transversely isotropic orientation case, five elastic constants of a composite 
are derived. These moduli are given in terms of the length-diameter aspect ratio, the volume fraction, 
and the orientation distribution parameter 1 of the short fibers. And they are given in very simple, 
explicit forms. Numerical results are presented to demonstrate the effects of the fiber elastic property, 
aspect ratio, volume fraction and orientation distribution function on composite elastic moduli. 
The fiber orientation distribution and aspect ratio have a more significant effect on composite 
longitudinal Young’s modulus than does the fiber volume fraction within the range examined. 
Copyright 0 1996 Elsevier Science Ltd. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Recently, thermoplastics reinforced by short glass or carbon fibers have received con- 
siderable attention because they can be easily produced by low-cost injection molding or 
extrusion compounding processes. 

To predict the elastic modulus of a fiber-reinforced thermoplastic, the simulated lami- 
nated-plate model is often used (Kacir et al., 1975 ; Tsai and Hahan, 1980). FRTP is treated 
as unidirectional plies or laminae stacked up in a particular arrangement of orientation. 
The first thorough study of injection-molded short-carbon-fiber-reinforced thermoplastics 
was undertaken by Hahn et al. (1986). They measured the stiffness in the axial, transverse, 
and thickness directions of ASTM type 1 tensile bars by an ultrasonic method and converted 
these to the respective Young’s moduli using theoretical modulus to stiffness ratios. The 
degree of fiber orientation is expected to be higher in the skin layer, so to study this effect, 
measurements were made by Choy et al. (1992) in both the skin and core regions. They have 
measured the nine independent elastic moduli and three principal thermal conductivities of 
injection-molded tensile bars of PPS reinforced with 30 and 40 weight % of carbon or glass 
fibers. The distributions of the aspect ratio and orientation of the fibers were also deter- 
mined. Using these data, the elastic moduli were calculated via the laminate theory. The 
above discussion points to the fact that there is a 10% difference between the theoretical 
predictions and experimental results. The elastic moduli predicted based on the laminate 
theory has the limintation of its laminate-plate-theory assumption. An orientation dis- 
tribution generally requires a three-dimensional description. However, if a thin sheet speci- 
men has a geometry such that the thickness dimension is much less than the width and 
length dimensions, then a simplified planar orientation of fibers can be assumed or if a 
specimen has a geometry such that the fiber distribution function is axisymmetric with 
respect to the major axis of the specimen, say the x1 axis, then the material as a whole 
possesses transversely isotropic properties in the 2-3 plane. Kacir et al. (1975) proposed a 
distribution function representing this planar orientation which has the property that 
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variation of its function’s shape is able to describe a change from a unidirectional dis- 
tribution to a random planar distribution. 

For short-fiber reinforced thermoplastics (FRTP), the two most important micro- 
structural parameters are fiber length and fiber orientation. The case of three-dimensional 
misaligned fiber composites has been analysed (Christensen, 1979; Chou and Nomura, 
1980). In their analyses, the interactions between fibers at different orientations were not 
considered. Chou and Nomura (1980) used the results from both the bound and self- 
consistent approaches (Chou et al., 1980) for the values for each orientation. Takao et al. 
(1982) considered the interaction among fibers at different orientations by adopting the 
average induced strain approach (Taya and Chou, 1981; Taya and Mura, 1981) and the 
modified Eshelby’s equivalent inclusion method (Eshelby, 1957). In this paper, we consider 
the effect of the distribution in fiber orientation on the effective elastic moduli. The inter- 
action among fibers at different orientations is included in the analysis by adopting the 
mean stress concept of Mori and Tanaka (1973) and putting it together with the eigenstrain 
idea of Eshelby (1957) to predict the effective moduli of FRTP. The orientation distribution 
of fibers in a composite is characterized by Kacir’s single parameter exponential function. 
These moduli are given in terms of the length-diameter aspect ratio, the volume fraction, 
and the orientation distribution parameter of the short fibers. 

2. EFFECTIVE ELASTIC MODULI 

If an infinite elastic body (without inclusions, i.e., the matrix only) subjected to a 
uniform stress field, G,,. The uniform strain, E,,, produced is 

in which C,, is the elastic modulus tensor of the matrix (which is assumed to be isotropic). 
When there are ellipsoidal inclusions (fibers) present in the matrix, a perturbed stress 

field is induced and is denoted as S(x). 
The total stress field, a(x), is now the sum of two stress fields : a,+S(x). Define the 

volumetric average of the perturbed stress and strain fields of the matrix, a and Z, according 
to 

B = (d(x)),_, = & s S(x)dV= C;8, 
D 0 D-R 

(2) 

in which D, Q, D-R are the domain of the whole elastic body (composite), all the fibers 
and the matrix, respectively, vD_, is the VOlUme of the matrix, and ( )D-n iS the volumetric 
average for the domain D-n. Thus, the average stress field in the matrix is 

urn = 60 + a = c,,, * (E” + E) (3) 

if the composite contains a single phase of ellipsoidal inhomogeneities. When all inhomo- 
geneities are aligned in one direction, the following two equations (Taya and Mura, 1981) 
are obtained : 

C,[E +,f, (&PC - &*)I = 0, (4) 

denote C, as the elastic modulus tensor of the fiber : 

CT/ = C,.E, = C,*(Eo+z+&Pt) 

= C,,# * (E(J +E.+&P’-&E*), (5) 
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where E* is Eshelby’s (1957) equivalent transformation strain [or Mura’s eigenstrain (1982)]. 
The perturbed strain, sPt, is taken to be related to E* as 

EPt = S-e*, (6) 

in which S is the Eshelby tensor associated with spheroidal inclusions and C, (Eshelby, 
1957; Mura, 1982). 

Furthermore, the total volumetric average strain of the composite material &T can be 
represented as 

ET =fo(~O+B)+fi(~o+L+ePf) = E~+~,E*. (7) 

The result of eqn (7) is derived by using eqn (4). From eqns (5) and (6), we have 

E* =A.T*(EO+I) = B-(go+~), (8) 

in which A, T, and B can be represented as 

B=A.T 
A = I-C,’ *C, 

T = (I+S.C,’ Cl-S)-‘, 

and I is the fourth-order tensor, which can be defined as 

Now from eqn (6), we have 

E~‘--E* = (S-I).A.T.(sO+z) = E.(s,+z), 

where 

(9b) 

(10) 

E = (S-1)-A-T. 

Substituting eqn (10) into eqn (4) leads to 

a+fiE*(so+z) = 0. 

Rearranging eqn (12), we have 

Eo+B = (Z+j-,E)-’ ‘Eo. 

(11) 

(12) 

(13) 

Substituting eqn (13) into eqn (7) leads to 

ET = [I+f,B*(I+~,E))‘]*Eo. 

The effective moduli, C*, can be defined based on the following relation 

(14) 

tro = c**ET. (15) 

The effective elastic moduli, C*, then can be determined from eqns (l), (14) and (15) as 
follows : 
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C* = C,[l+.f,B.(Z+,f,E)~']-', (16) 

Consider the distribution of fiber orientation. The coordinate system is defined so that 
the fibers are in the l-2 plane with the orientation angle 9 being measured relative to the 1 
axis. Let xi be the local coordinate system of the inclusion, and xi be the global coordinate 
system of whole elastic body (composite material). By using the spherical coordinate system, 
their relation then can be represented as 

X’ = Q-s. (17) 

where 

cos U sin tI cos 4 sin 0 sin 4 

-sin0 cosfIcos~ cos6,sind 

0 -sin4 cos 4 

(18) 

Since B and E in eqn (16), they are both fourth-order tensor, after being transformed 
into the global coordinate system then can be written as a representative form 

A 1,~ = Q,pQ,,Q~rQ,A,n. (19) 

The general expression of the volumetric average after arbitrary material forming history 
becomes 

where 4’ and 0’ are the ranges of integration in the 4 and 0 direction, respectively, and V 
is the volume of relevant segment of a sphere with unit radius. 

Therefore, the general expression for the effective elastic moduli, C*, after any material 
forming process described above can be calculated by assuming statistical homogeneity and 
integrating the stiffnesses determined by substuting the relation of eqn (20) into eqn (16) 
as follows 

where 

c* = c,[I+,f;B.(l+J;E)~‘]~’ 

B=(B) and E=(E). 

(21) 

3. FIBER ORIENTATION DISTRIBUTION 

Any material forming processes, such as injection, extrusion, and rolling of an initially 
isotropic material, causes a permanent fiber orientation which changes the material proper- 
ties from isotropic to either transversely isotropic or orthotropic. The changes are related 
in a complex way to the geometry of the fibers, melt behavior of the polymer matrix, 
mold cavity and the filling process. An orientation generally requires a three-dimensional 
description. 

If a symmetrical angular fiber distribution function around the major alignment direc- 
tion is assumed, the experimental fiber distribution data can be used to build a complex 
symmetrical laminate of weighted groups of angle plies oriented f 8 degrees from the major 
alignment axis. With this assumption, Kacir et al. (1975), proposed a single parameter 
exponential function to describe the fiber orientation distribution in a molded specimen. 
Definition of Kacir’s orientation distribution function is as follows : 
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p(8) = Ae-“’ (22) 

F(e) = Aeeh”dx = l-e-“’ (23) 

where F (0) is the accumulated percent of fiber oriented between 0 to f 9, p(0) is the density 
function of fibers oriented at + 8 ; I is the shape parameter ; and 0 is the orientation angle 
ranging from 0 to rc/2. Large 1 indicates that fibers have a major preferential alignment. As 
A decreases, the orientation of fibers in the sample will become more random. 

3.1. Planar orientation offibers 
However, if a thin sheet specimen has a geometry such that its thickness is much less 

than its width and length, then a simplified planar orientation of fibers can be assumed. 
Thus eqn (21) can be defined as follows : 

0 

g = < A(e,4,) 2 
s w 

a4 40)p(-~) de+ 
d2 s w4 +o)de) de 

0 
0 s (24) 

2 p(e) de 
0 

3.2. Transverse isotropy in the 2-3 plane 
In this section we consider the case where the distribution function p(B, 4) is axi- 

symmetric with respect to the major axis of the specimen, say x, axis, so that the material 
as a whole possesses transversely isotropic properties in the 2-3 plane. It means that p is a 
function of 0 only. Thus, eqn (21) can be defined as follows : 

x(8, b)p(e) sin 8 de d4 

,2 
p(8) sin 0 d0 d$ 

(25) 

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

4.1. Elastic moduli of the matrix andfibers 
The elastic moduli of a short fiber-reinforced composite depend on the elastic moduli 

of the fiber and matrix, and the volume fractionf,, aspect ratio, Z/d, and degree of orientation 
(characterized by the parameter A) of the fibers. Their values are shown in Table 1 [from 
Choy et al. (1992)]. 

Table 1. The elastic properties and density of carbon and glass fibers and PPs matrix 

Carbon fiber 
(Throne1 300) E glass fiber PPS matrix 

4, (Gpa) 231 76 4 
& @pa) 13.8 76 4 
G3 @pa) 5.52 30.4 1.43 
G2 @pa) 12.4 30.4 1.43 
VIZ 0.2 0.25 0.4 
V23 0.25 0.25 0.4 
P (g/cm’) 1.75 2.56 1.36 
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The fibers have a much higher modulus than the matrix, and this would lead to stiffness 
enhancement in composites. The effect is expected to be much stronger in carbon-fiber- 
reinforced composites since E’, , IEY, = 58 for carbon fibers compared with 19 for glass 
fibers. 

4.2. Elastic mod&i qf’injection-molded short$ber reinjbrced thermoplastics 

4.2.1. Fiber orientation and aspect ratio. In Section 3.1, if a thin sheet specimen has a 
geometry such that the thickness dimension is much less than the width and length dimen- 
sions, then a simplified planar orientation of fibers can be assumed. We have employed the 
experimental results of Choy et al. (1992) for the orientation of fibers in the surface layer 
(at a depth of 0.3 mm) and middle layer (at a depth of 1.6 mm) of three composites: 
PPS3Ocf, PPS 4Ocf, and PPS 40gf as follows : 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

The fibers in the surface layer are aligned close to the mold flow direction (1’ axis), 
making an average angle (0) of about 15‘ with this axis. Moreover, the fiber orientation 
is roughly the same at all positions along the width. 
The fiber orientation is also very high near the two edges (width positions 0.5 and 12 
mm) of the middle layer, but becomes increasingly random as one moves toward the 
core (width position 48 mm). 
The fiber orientation distribution for a PPS30cf sample trimmed to a width of 8 mm 
(k 4 mm from central line) showed that more than 60% of the fibers in the surface 
layer lie at an angle of less than 15’ relative to the 1’ axis, and there are almost no fibers 
in the range of 60-90”. The middle layer exhibits a broader angular distribution, with 
a significant number of fibers lying at large angles. 
The fibers in each composite have a wide range of aspect ratios. However, the average 
aspect ratio falls within the narrow range of 1621 for all three composites. 

From these data, the cumulative fiber distribution F(8), i.e., the fraction of fibers 
oriented at an angles smaller than 13, was calculated and by fitting the F(8) data to the 
expression in eqn (23), the orientation factors 2 for the three composites were obtained 
(Table 2). It should be noted that I& = 0 and i, = m correspond to random and perfect 
orientation, respectively, and so the value of i provides a quantitative measure of the degree 
of fiber alignment. All three composites have similar L values, with i, = 4.1-5.3 in the 
surface layer and 1.992.9 in the middle layer. 

4.2.2. Elastic moduli qf’the composites. The nine independent stiffnesses, Cf, and three 
Young’s moduli, E, ,. Ezz and Ej3 of the composites are given in Table 3. Since the tensile 
and shear moduli are of greater theoretical interest and practical importance, we will 
concentrate our attention on these parameters. Compared with the tensile and shear moduli 
ofE7, = 4 GPa and G;; = 1.43 GPa for the PPS matrix, the elastic moduli of the composites 
are significantly higher, clearly revealing the reinforcing effect of the fibers. The longitudinal 
Young’s modulus E, , and longitudinal shear modulus C,,( = G,*) show that the greatest 
increase which results from the fact the fibers lie in the I’-2’ plane with preferential 
alignment along the 1’ axis. Since the surface layer has a higher degree of fiber orientation 
than the middle layer it has a higher E, , but lower E2?, E,,, and G,, (skin-core effect). The 

Table 2. The volume fraction, /;, averaged aspect ratio. L/d. and orientation factor, i. of the fibers in three 
composites 

PPS30cf 
PPS40cf 
PPS40gf 

t; 

0.24 
0.34 
0.26 

Average aspect 
ratio 

21 
16 
17 

Surface layer Middle layer 

4.1 1.9 
4.1 2.1 
5.3 2.9 
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Table 3. The stiffness and Young’s moduli (in unit of Gpa) of three composites 

2525 

PPS30cf (24.3%) PPS4Ocf (33.5%) PPS4Ogf (26.4%) 

Surface Middle Surface Middle Surface 

1 4.1 

C?, 36.96 
(38.0) 

C:, 10.56 
(10.0) 

C,*, 9.44 
(9.50) 

C& 1.89 
(1.84) 

C:, 2.09 
(2.28) 

C,:, 4.20 
(3.42) 

C:, 5.63 
(5.20) 

C?l 5.38 
(5.20) 

C:, 7.16 
(6.20) 

E,, 31.50 
(33.6) 

&2 6.68 
(6.80) 

& 6.33 
(6.70) 

1.9 4.7 

31.04 44.11 
(31.9) (41.7) 

13.86 10.76 
(12.5) (10.8) 

9.44 9.83 
(10.5) (10.3) 

1.93 2.11 
(2.74) (1.99) 

2.06 2.44 
(3.09) (2.55) 

5.56 4.62 
(5.30) (3.86) 

5.45 5.58 
(5.50) (6.10) 

5.22 5.32 
(5.60) (6.20) 

8.29 7.06 
(5.90) (7.20) 

25.3 38.76 
(28.1) (36.2) 

9.59 7.12 
(9.30) (6.90) 

7.05 6.82 
(7.80) (6.70) 

2.1 

36.7 
(36.0) 

14.43 
(15.1) 

9.83 
(10.9) 

2.16 
(2.78) 

2.38 
(3.28) 

6.42 
(5.80) 

5.31 
(6.30) 

5.00 
(6.40) 

8.37 
(6.70) 

30.96 
(31.5) 

10.4 
(11.2) 

7.61 
(7.90) 

5.3 

23.02 
(24.7) 

12.11 
(12.1) 

11.88 
(11.5) 

2.23 
(2.40) 

2.34 
(2.52) 

3.02 
(3.12) 

7.42 
(7.10) 

7.07 
(7.10) 

7.64 
(7.50) 

17.42 
(19.2) 

6.93 
(7.20) 

7.02 
(7.00) 

Middle 

2.9 

21.66 
(21.2) 

12.91 
(13.0) 

11.88 
(12.0) 

2.24 
(2.65) 

2.33 
(2.95) 

3.54 
(3.45) 

7.38 
(7.10) 

7.10 
(6.90) 

8.14 
(7.20) 

15.74 
(16.1) 

7.52 
(8.20) 

7.30 
(7.60) 

Note: ( ) represents the experimental results of Cho et al. (1992) 

alignment of fibers also leads to strong anisotropy in the elastic properties. E, , for carbon- 
fiber composites is substantially higher than Ez2, which in turn, is slightly larger than E,,. 
Similarly, CG6 > Css > C,,. These anisotropies reflect the high anisotropy of the fiber. Since 
glass fiber is isotropic and has a lower modulus than carbon fiber, El, for the glass-fiber 
composite at a similarf, is lower than that of carbon-fiber composite by a factor of about 
2 [the E,, values of PPS30cf (f, = 0.24) and PPS 40gf cfi = 0.26) in Table 3 may be 
compared]. 

Besides fiber orientation, there are two other factors that influence the elastic moduli : 
fiber volume fractionf,, and aspect ratio Z/d. Table 3 shows that for glass-fiber composites, 
E, I is roughly proportional toy,, but the dependence is weaker for other moduli. However, 
E, , for PPS40cf is only 10% higher than that for PPS30cf althoughf, is more than 30% 
higher. The small difference in E , , arises largely from the fact that PPS40cf has a much 
smaller aspect ratio (see Table 2). For the three composite samples, PPS3Ocf, PPS4Ocf, and 
PPS4Ogf, all the relevant parameters have been determined, and the elastic moduli can be 
calculated according to the Mori-Tanaka mean field theory in conjunction with Eshelby’s 
equivalent-inclusion method discussed earlier (see Section 1). As shown in Table 4 the 
theoretical predictions and experimental results differ by less than 10% on average. 

The good agreement implies that the structural model we have used to describe 
injection-molded composites is reasonable and that the theory provides a satisfactory 
theoretical framework. 

To gain a deeper understanding of the effects of various parameters, we have calculated 
and plotted the elastic moduli as functions of the aspect ratio, l/d. Figure 1 shows that all 
the moduli for carbon-fiber composites increase with increasing l/d, but the increase is much 
more significant for the longitudinal moduli El, and G, 2. In the l/d range of l&20, E, I for 
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Table 4. Comparison of the experimental and theoretical values of the elastic moduli (in unit 
Gpa) of three composites 

______ ._ 
Deviation (%) 

__~~ .~ 
PPS30cf PPS40cf PPS40gf 

Surface layer E, I 6.61 -6.6 10.22 
I$:22 1.x -3.09 3.9 
E,, 5.x5 ~ 1 .I5 0 
GIZ ~ 18.57 ~ 16.4 3.3 

Middle layer E, I 1 I .07 I .I4 2.29 
I!& -3.02 7.1 9.04 
&i 10.64 3.81 4.11 
G12 -4.67 -9.65 -2.54 

(a) 
601 

- _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _. 
_- * 

I I 
E33 G12 

0 10 20 30 1 
Aspect ratio I/d 

(b) 

Aspect ratio l/d 

Fig. 1. Elastic moduli of 40 weight % carbon-fiber-reinforced PPS as functions of fiber aspect ratio 
(a) surface layer, (b) middle layer. Symbols represent the experimental data. The theoretical curves 
are calculated by taking 1 = 4.7 and 2.1 in (a) and (b), respectively : solid line-present model : 

dashed line-laminated plate model. 
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(a) 
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E33 
5- 

I I I 
10 20 30 

Aspect ratio I/d 

(b) 

10 20 30 40 
Aspect ratio l/d 

Fig. 2. Elastic moduli of 40 weight % glass-fiber-reinforced PP.7 as functions of fiber aspect ratio : 
(a) surface layer, (b) middle layer. Symbols represent the experimental data. The theoretical curves 
are calculated by taking I = 5.3 and 2.9 in (a) and (b), respectively : solid line-present model; 

dashed line-laminated plate model. 

both layers and Glz for the middle layer increase almost linearly with I/d. These results 
emphasize the importance of choosing a suitable processing technique to increase the fiber 
aspect ratio. The situation is somewhat different for glass-fiber-reinforced composites (Fig. 
2). Although El 1 also increases sharply at low aspect ratios, the effect becomes saturated 
above l/d = 15. This arises from the fact that El, of glass fibers is much smaller than that 
of carbon fibers. 

Next we turn our attention to the dependence on fiber volume fractionf, (Figs 3 and 
4). In the typical fi range of 0.24.35 for short-carbon-fiber composites, El, increases 
slightly faster than linearly withf, at all fiber orientations. However, the slope of the curve 
becomes smaller than as A decreases. Atf, = 0.335 (the fiber volume fraction of PPS4Ocf), 
El, is higher than the matrix modulus ET, by a factor of 4.5 for fibers randomly oriented 
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(a) 

@I 

6 

Fig. 3. Relative tensile modulus of carbon-fiber-reinforced PPS as functions of fiber volume fraction 
f, The solid and dashed curves are the theoretical predictions for : (a) E, , and (b) E,,, respectively, 
taking f = 16. Symbols represent the experimental data : solid line-present model ; dashed line- 

laminated plate model. 

in the l’-2’ plane (A = 0) and I for fibers aligned in the 1’ direction (/z = cc). This is the 
range of enhancement we can expect for the tensile modulus along the flow direction of 
injection-molded bars. The orientation factor (A = 4.7) of the surface layer of PPS40cf is 
sufficiently high that its E’;, /E?, value of 9 is smaller than that for fully aligned fibers by 
only 20%. At this orientation, E, , has half the value of a composite with aligned continuous 
fibers (Fig. 3). Contrary to the behavior of E, , , the slopes of the curves for Ezz and G,* 
increases as the fiber orientation becomes random. 

4.3. Effective mod& for transversely isotropic composites 

4.3.1. Explicit expression of the effective moduli. In Section 3.2, if C(e, 4) is the 
axisymmetric orientation with respect to the major axis of the specimen as in eqn (25), then 
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6- 

4- 

2- 

0_ 
0.j 

I I I I 
3 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 

fl 
5 

Fig. 4. Relative shear moduli G, z of carbon-fiber-reinforced PPS as function of fiber volume fraction 
f,. Symbols represent the experimental data. The theoretical curves are calculated by taking t = 16 : 

solid line--present model ; dashed line-laminated plate model. 

the elastic moduli of a transversely isotropic composite can be explicitly expressed as 
follows : 

c* = 

G, CT2 CT2 0 0 0 

CT2 G2 c:, 0 0 0 

CT2 G3 G2 0 0 0 

0 0 0 
((22 -CT3) o o 

2 
(26) 

where 

0 0 0 0 G6 0 
0 0 0 0 0 Gh 

c* 
II 

= 4X1(3K?l+4PL,) - 4(3Kn - 2Pm)X2 
3r 

C* = 4~,(3~,-2~~)-4~,(3~,+~~) 
12 3r 

CT2 = 
2x4 (3~ + CL,) - 2~ (3~~ - 2~~) Pi 

3r +2x, 

c* = 2x4 (3Kn + CL,) - 2x3 (3Kn -2&J CL, 
23 

-~ 

3r 2x5 

(27) 
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r = 4(X,Xq-XzXi) 

Y=2[(f;B*2+.f;Bz~+l)(J;B,, +l)-2jYB,,B,,] 

(28) 

where ( ) represents the volumetric average of ( ). Since B and .!? have a similar form, we 
can use A to represent B and B. Its non-zero components can be written as follows : 

A,, =$(A;, +A;z+4Ab,+A;, +5A’zz)h, -;(A;, +A;,+4A’,,+A;, +5A;2)62 

+~(3A;,+A;,+4A’,,+A’z,+5Aiz)b,+~(3A;,+A’,,+4Ab,+A;, +5A;,)h, 

+$A;, +A;2+4Abh+A;, +A’,&,-,\(A;, +A;2+4A’,,+A;, +A;>)h, 

A,, = $A;, +3‘4;: - 4A’,,+5A’z, +A;,+6A’,,)h, 

-il,(A;,+3A;z-4A’,,+5Ai,+A’,z+6Al,)hz 

+~~(A;,+7A;z-4Ak,-5A;,+A~L-4Ai,)h, 

+&I;, +7‘4;2 - 4A&5A;, +A;1-4A;3)h4 

-~~(A;,-A;2-4A~h-A~,+A~2)6+7~(A’,,-A;z-4A/hs-Ai,+Al??)hh 

AZ3 =,r$5A’,,+19A’,2- 20A’,,+19A;,+5A;Z+16A;~)b, 

-&A’, , + 19A;z -2OA’,,+ 19A’2, +5Aiz + 16A;,)& 

-,&(5A’,, +llA’,z- 20Ab, + 11 A;, + 5A;, - 32A;,)h, 

-&(SA’,,+llA’,- 20A’,, + 11 A;, + 5Aiz -32A;,)b, 

+&(A;, - A’,-4A’,,-Ai,+A;dbs-~(A’,-A’,z-4A~,-A;,+A~Z)bh 

A,, = Ap 

A44 = ;(A22 -Az3) 

A,j =&(A’,-A;z+6A’,,-Ai, +4Aiz-3A;,)bI 

-$(A;, -A;,+6A;,-A;, +4A;2-3A;3)b2 

+&(A’, I - A’,-A’,, +A’,zr2A;,)bj+,i(A’,, -A’,*-A;, +A;z-2A;,)h, 

-$(A;, -A’,-4A;cA’z, +A;~)h~+~(A’,, -A;2-4A’66-A;, +Aiz)b, 
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A,, = A,, 

A,, = A,, 

A,, = ;(A;, +3A;, -4A&,+5A;2+A;2+6A;3)b, 

-&(A;, +3A;, -4A;s+5A’,2+A;2+6A;3)bZ 

+&(A;, +7A;, - 4A&-5A;, +A;* -4A;,)b, 

+&(A;, +7A;1- 4A& - 5A;2 + Ai2 -4A;,)b, 

-~(A;,-A;,-4Ad,-A;,+A;,)b,+~(A;,-A;,-4Ab,-A;,+A;,)b, 

A,, = A,, 

A,, = $(15A;, +9A;z+36A:6+9A;, +31Ai2)b, 

-&(15A;, +9A;2+36A&j+9A;, +31A;,)b2 

-&(15A;, +A;2+4A&+A;, -17A;Jbj 

+(15A’,,+A;2+4A&+A;,-17A;z)b4 

+&(A; i - A;~-4A~~-A;,+A;z)bs-&(A;1-A;z-4A~6-A;,+A;z)b~ 

A,, = -J22, (29) 

where 

ev 
b, = 

exp 

b, = 
2 

exp 

b3 = 

exp 
[ 1 ;a 

exp 
[ 1 ;a -a 

1+1* 

9+/12 

b, = 
I 1+A2 

exp 

exp 
[ 1 ;a 

b, = 
1+A2 

exp 

b, = 
A 1+A2 

exp 

(30) 

When A -+ 0 and il + 00, b,, b2, b3, bq, b5 and b, can be represented as : 
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lim,,, h, = 1. lim,,,) b2 = 0. lim,,, b, = $, lim,,, 6, = 0. 

lim,,,, hi = &, lim;.,,, b, = 0; lim,,, b, = 1, lim;._+z b, = 0, 

limj.+ xI b3 = 1, lim,.,. b, = 0, lim,_,, b, = 1, limj.,,x b, = 0. 

When i. + 0, substituting eqn (3 1) into eqn (29) leads to 

(31) 

A ,, = AZ1 = A,, = &(3A;, +2A;Z+8A’,6+2A;, +8A;,) 

A,, = A,, = A,, = $$2A’, , - 2A;z+12A;,,-2A;,+7A;z-5A;,) 

A,, = A,, = AZ3 =+?(A;, +4/A’,-4/4;,,+4A;, -A;j+5A;i). (32) 

From eqn (32) we know that when L + 0, the short fibers are randomly distributed in the 
matrix. Therefore, A is an isotropic tensor. 

When i. + cc, substituting eqn (3 1 1 into eqn (29) leads to 

From eqn (33), we know that when 1. 

A= A’. (33) 

-+ xi, the short fibers are perfectly aligned in the 
matrix. The non-zero components of the B’ and E’ can be written as follows : 

E;, =~[(S,,-~)(~U,-~S~~-~S,~-LS,;)-~S,,(U~-S~,)] 

E;, = E;, =:,[S,,(4a,-2S*1-2511-2~“)-2(522+521-1)((11-S11)] 

E’,? = E’,3 =~[2S,*(a,-S,,)-2(S,, -l)(a3*S,z)*l 

EL = E;3 =~[(s2~+1s~~-l)(u~-S,,)-Sll((li_sI~)]+ 
2S,, - 1 

4(u5 -L) 

E;3 = E;z =~[(S~~+S~~-l~(u~-S,,)-~~,(~~-~,~)]- 
2s,, - 1 

4(& - &4) 

(34) 
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E& = E;, = 
2&h - 1 

4(a, - &) 

E, _ 2s44--1 
44 - 4(a5 -S,,) ’ (35) 

where 

&I 1 Ilm 
a3 = a2 = 3(K,,,-K,) 3 pm-/.+ 

K?l 2 Pm 
a4 = 3(K,,,-K,) +? ,u,-pf 

Pin 
a5 = a6 = 2& - &) 

P = 2[(2a, -s22-s23>(a4-s,,>-2(a2-S2,)(a3-S,2)1. 

4.3.2. Numerical results. It is of interest to see how (i) the fiber distribution, when it 
changes from the uniaxial directional (A = co) to random distribution (A = 0), (ii) the 
volume fraction, fr, and (iii) the aspect ratio, t, of the reinforced fibers affect the five elastic 
constants of a transversely isotropic composite. To this end, we used the properties of glass 
fibers and the polyphenylene sulfide (PPS) matrix in our calculations. The elastic constants 
are 

PPS : 

Ey, = 4GPa, u);z = 0.4 

Glass fibers : 

E<, = 76GPa, vf;2 = 0.25. 

In reading these results, we are reminded once again that direction 1 is the infinitely 
extended direction, direction 2 is perpendicular to the surface of the thickness, and direction 
3 is along the width. Compared with the tensile and shear moduli of Ey, = 4GPa and 
Gy2 = 1.43 GPa for the PPS matrix, the elastic moduli of the composites are significantly 
higher, clearly revealing the reinforcing effect of the fibers. To gain deeper understanding 
of the effects of various parameters, we have calculated and plotted the elastic moduli of 
f, = 30% glass-fiber-reinforced PPS as functions of the aspect ratio, t, in Figs 5(ae). They 
show that all the moduli for randomly distributed glass-fiber reinforced composites (A is 
small) increase with increasing t. The elastic moduli, E, 1, E2*, G, 2, increase with increasing 
t for all A., but for u,~ and G23 they decrease with increasing t. The effect becomes saturated 
above t = 20. These results emphasize the importance of choosing a suitable processing 
technique to increase the fiber aspect ratio, t. 

Next we turn our attention to the fiber volume fractionf, , dependence of elastic moduli 
as a function of A. The values offi = 0.1,0.2,0.3 and 0.4 were chosen for demonstration. The 
five elastic constants of a transversely isotropic composite as a function of A are depicted 
in Figs 6(a-e). The elastic modulus, E, ,, increases with increasing A, but Ez2 and G23 

decrease with increasing A. This shows that the more oriented the fibers are in one direction 
(A increases) the greater is the reinforcing effect in that direction, but vice versa in another 
direction. The reinforcing effects of the elastic moduli G, z and u,~ both have peak values at 
;1 = 2.5 for G,2 and A = 5.0 for v12. 
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Fig. 5. The fiber orientation factor 1 dependence of the elastic moduli as functions of aspect ratio, 
t, atf, = 30% : (a) E,,, @I IL, Cc) GIz, (4 G,,, (e) u12. 
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(h) 
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*f1 =O.l 
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Fig. 6. The volume fractions dependence of the elastic moduli as functions of fiber orientation 
factor, I, at t = 15 : (a) E, ,, (b) &, (c) G,z, (d) G,,, (e) u13. 

5. CONCLUSION 

The elastic moduli of a short-fiber-reinforced composite depend on the corresponding 
properties of the fiber and matrix, and the volume fractionf,, aspect ratio, t, and orientation 
factor, ,I, of the fibers. Since the elastic moduli of high-performance polymers commonly 
used as matrices are quite similar, the choice of polymer matrix is not an important factor 
in the enhancement of stiffness. An increase in the fiber volume fraction leads to increases 
in all the elastic moduli, with E, 1 increasing faster than linearly withy,. The remaining two 
factors affecting the elastic moduli may be controlled by processing techniques. We have 
seen that all the moduli for glass-fiber composites increase with increasing t, but that the 
increase is much more significant for the longitudinal tensile modulus El,. Therefore, it is 
imperative to optimize the conditions for compounding and processing of composites to 
give fibers high aspect ratios, preferably with t > 20. 
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APPENDIX 

For a spheroidal inclusion aligned along axis 1. the components of Eshelby’s tensor S,,A, are given by 

where 1’” is the Poisson’s ratio of the matrix, f is the ratio of the inclusion ( = I/d) and 9 is given by 

I 
R= -----[[,(r’ ~ 1)’ .’ -cash -’ 11 forprolateinclusions 

(I’_ 1)’ 1 

,q = __t [cos ’ I - I( 1 ~ ?) ’ ‘1 for oblate inclusions 
(]-,2)X 2 

g = 2;‘3 for spheres. 

For spherical inclusion. they can be simplified to 

I - 5vll s,,,, = sL?z2 = s>;,, = ___- 
15(1-v,) 

sv,, - 1 
s, ,‘_ = SZ13? = s,,, , = ----~ 

15(1-V,) 

S 
4-&J,, 

- $12, = s,,,, = _____ I?,? - 15(1-v,)’ 

(A2) 

(A3) 

(A4) 

(A5) 

For a circular cylinder, one has 
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s-4vo 
S -_ 2222 = S3333 - 8(1 _yO) 

s 
4v,-1 -- 2233 = &31 I - 8(1 _vo) 

VO 
S -~ 221, = S33II - .q_“,) 

S ,I** - -S 1133 -0 - 

S 
3-4% _- 

z3*3 - 8(1 -vJ 

S - -s ’ ,212 1113 =i’ 

For a thin disc with I --f 0, the non-vanishing components are 

S -1 IILI - 

hl s -s -- 
IIZZ - “33 - , -#Jo 

S -s ’ 1212 - ,313 = i. 
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